
Moving to Office 365 enables unparalleled productivity and savings 
Much of your business’s intellectual property resides in email, and the collaboration features inherent in 
Office 365 are a great way to unleash your business to run at the speed of the cloud. But the technical 
complexities, risks, and potential disruption during the migration cause many businesses to delay their move.

We remove the uncertainties
Our experience and proven methodologies remove the uncertainties. From the first planning conversation to 
handing you the keys to your new Office 365 home – and everything in between, we have you covered.

We create a custom plan to 
optimize your move to Office 365

End users provide credentials. 
We take care of the rest. 

Your company enjoys a seamless 
transition to Office 365

Plan Migrate Switch

Easy to get started  
Comprehensive discovery of your 
email environment ensures we 
account for everything.

Easy to set up  
Automated provisioning and 
configuration ensure everything is 
set to make the most of Office 365

Easy for end users 
Proven communications engage end 
users. Just a couple minutes, a few 
clicks, and they’re done.

Multiple automated syncs 
Syncs before, during, and after the 
switch to Office 365 ensure no data 
is lost or left behind.

Real-time management 
Ongoing project monitoring and 
troubleshooting ensure everything 
progresses according to plan

No data deleted 
All data is copied (not moved) from 
the source email server, providing an 
additional layer of protection. 

Automation & Orchestration 
Intelligent automation and 
orchestration ensures a seamless 
switch to Office 365

No business disruption 
DNS expertise and automation 
ensure no interruption to mail flow, 
or your business.

Smooth transition for end users 
Outlook tool ensures each user’s 
profile is accurately recreated in 
Office 365. 

Risks of data loss and 
unforeseen issues

Email downtime, business 
interruption, or  

end user confusion

Complex to plan, 
configure, and execute

SafeSimple Seamless

A simple, safe and seamless migration - so you can focus 
on your business

Office 365 Migration



A comprehensive approach to bring your business to Office 365
We migrate from virtually all mainstream email systems

• Email signature blocks

• Inbox rules

• Calendar permissions

• Client-side Email

• Client-side Contacts

• Client-side Calendars

• Options for labels

• Move to folders

• Map to categories

Automated removal and re-
adding of the vanity domain 
streamlines the switch to the 
new Office 365 tenant.

Office 365GooglePOP3/IMAPExchange

Data / Settings POP3 IMAP Google SBS 
2003–2011

Exchange 
2003+

Email     

Calendar     

Contacts     

Tasks     

Data Journal     

Alias / Distribution Group     

Public Folders (Unlimited) n/a n/a n/a  

Public Folder Permissions n/a n/a n/a  

Shared Mailbox n/a n/a n/a  

Massive Mailboxes (50GB+)     

Email Flags     

Email Categories     

Folder and Calendar Permissions n/a n/a n/a  

Meeting Invite Integrity / Status     

Outlook Profile     

Attach Additional Offline PSTs     

Address Autocomplete     

Signature Block     

Rules  

Server Sync tool migrates server-side data, flags, categories, permissions, and more

Outlook Assistant tool migrates client-side settings and data, and recreates each 
users profile in Office 365





And we migrate everything needed for business continuity 
We migrate server and local data, as well as all of your unique employee experiences and settings. All the 
productivity of a cloud-based email system – with all that was good in the system you came from.


